
Sizes:
Width: flexible
Height: 220 & 250 cm graphic height 
(total product height is 228 & 258 cm)

Accessories:
Spotlights
Monitor holder
(for flat screens up to 4 kg, supports VESA 75 & 100)

Expand LinkWall
The Expand LinkWall allows for the ultimate in flexibility 
to meet the needs of your event space. Simply change 
the shape by bending it to fit your location. The size is 
changed by adding or removing panels.

This flexible display system includes Expand LinkWall units 
(banner stand type of products) with flexible panels in 
between, connected with a patented magnetic solution. 
The flexible panel has a rubber profile that enables you 
to change the shape of your display. Combine as many as 
you like to create your own Expand LinkWall.

Stand out from the crowd

Stand out from the crowd with this great exhibition stand in a unique shape with two 
integrated monitors, the counter Expand PodiumCase, carpet and spotlights.



Endless designs
Change the shape & size

It is the perfect investment as you can use it in different 
ways for each event. Simply change the shape or size 
of your Expand LinkWall to suit your specific event or 
exhibition space.

With 7 Expand LinkWall units, 6 flexible panels & 3 end panels 
you can create all displays below. 

End panel
Add end panels for a 
three-dimensional look.
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Pack it in a bag…

In our bag you can pack 2 Expand LinkWall units & 1 flexible panel as 
well as spotlights. You can also fit an extra flexible panel  
if you would like to pack a larger configuration in several bags.

Perfectly straight walls

Add as many Expand LinkWall units together as you like to create a 
perfectly straight wall. Also available double-sided. Here used with 
end-panels for a three-dimensional look.

…or in the Expand PodiumCase 

The combined counter & transport box Expand PodiumCase holds 3 
Expand LinkWall units, 2 flexible links & spotlights. You also fit table 
top & inner shelves for the counter. 




